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\textbf{Abstract—}idématch is a digital, web-based, and non-commercial platform developed by associate professors from University College Zealand, in cooperation with private enterprises, municipalities, and students. It is designed to bring students, public and private organizations, and citizens together, transforming ideas into practical solutions, through innovation, using collaborative and transdisciplinary learning designs contributing to new ways of welfare solutions for the Region of Zealand. The key focus is the contribution to innovation in partnership with the work field, students’ learning processes, and the development of analytical, experiential, experimental, and management competencies.

\textbf{Index Terms} — collaborative, innovation, learning design, transdisciplinary.

I. INTRODUCTION

idématch has been designed and developed by associate professors from different programs - Social Education Program, Nutrition and Health Program, Management and researchers from the Research and Development Department at University College Zealand (UCZ) in cooperation with two private enterprises. Thus, idématch has been developed in a transdisciplinary setting as a public/private innovation.

A strong focus on innovation as the key competencies in the knowledge society characterizes education as such and professional education, specifically. According to Ronald Barnett [1], education is aiming at “an unpredictable future,” which is characterized by hyper complexity, and provides innovative competences as skills and as a way of being a professional. In a broad sense, the unpredictable future and the contingency of time calls for possession and the development of changing skills and serendipity [2] [3]. In that perspective, the professional educators are obliged to focus on innovation, related to mode 1 [4] and on the development of the students’ innovative competences, related to mode 2 [4] according to the executive order.

The Professional Bachelor Programs aim to educate professional experts who can develop their own work as members of a work community by finding new solutions to welfare issues, in order to contribute to the overall societal innovation capacity.

Specifically, idématch is a digital platform in which it is possible to produce and disseminate ideas and concepts developed in close cooperation among education (students and lecturers), work field partners, communities, local authorities, and others for the benefit of the region’s overall development. idématch contributes to innovation in partnership with the work field, communities, and commercial actors. As part of education that is more professionally oriented, as part of working with education design that is linked to real life work field, and as part of a strong focus on the students’ development of competences, a need for a tool that could specifically link the educational institution and the world outside has been emerging in recent years. idématch addresses this need.

However, this paper examines and points out the underlying educational and learning foundation and implications of idématch. In this perspective, the intention is to acknowledge idématch as a tool that can actually support education that is aiming at learning environments where students develop innovative competence, and learning environments that are scaffolding learning processes, which are situated, interactive, and social in closely cooperating with the work field. idématch is a tool that emphasizes acting together on projects that are connected to real life situations and challenges. Thus, it is the overall educational aim that the students truly have the possibility to become development-oriented professional experts of their work field and contribute to a welfare task.
II. THE DESIGN AND USE OF IDÉMATCH

![Figure 1: Front End and Back End in idématch.](image)

idématch [5] is a non-commercial digital platform enhancing the cooperation and collaboration between education and various actors from “the world outside”; work fields, public organizations, communities, businesses, citizens, other educations and more. In the Front End, representatives from the work field, communities or students, researchers, and teachers are able to upload and describe ideas or challenges of any kind that they are facing. These challenges and ideas are linked to students, teachers or researchers, communities, work fields, or others and become projects or didactic tools for use in teaching.

In Front End, ideas and challenges mature by comments and followers until a match has taken place and a team elects a project. The projects can be designed as several kinds of projects as shown in the figure above. As soon as a challenge or an idea has become a project, the project continues into “Back End”. In Back End, the project is no longer available for matching. Back End offers a kind of working space that offers tools such as templates for working with projects, creating project designs, and tools for cooperation and communication. Thus, besides the maturing and matching of challenges and ideas, idématch offers a concrete online digital space for working systematically, collaboratively, and cooperatively with the project as soon as a match has taken place. Accordingly, idématch supports the possibility for the participants to develop innovative project skills and competencies. “Idea Guides” - lecturers that guide and facilitate the processes, facilitate processes in Front End and in Back End.

III. EDUCATIONAL AND LEARNING FOUNDATIONS AND INDICATIONS

In UCZ, the educational and learning perspective has, within the past few years, changed from a teaching perspective to a learning perspective. The organizational and structural educational framework is focused and directed towards increased professional competences, founded on research - based knowledge, knowledge in practice, of practice and for practice, and directed towards the developing of innovative competences. The professional bachelor programs, in general, provide “teaching methods that can develop the students’ independence, collaborative skills, and innovative skills” [6] that qualifies the students to independently analyze, evaluate, and reflect on problems in order to carry out practices - based, complex, and development-oriented job functions in the work field. Their exchange programs based on a combination of theoretical education and training internship characterize the education. Laurillard describes this as “The tension between students’ development of specialized codified knowledge and development of broader generic skills that the work field demands” [7]. This tension underlines that the education must provide the integration of different types of knowledge: theoretical knowledge and experiential knowledge that - embedded in skills – are transformed into the development of competences. Furthermore, there is a strong focus on research - based knowledge in the professional bachelor programs that point at an education and learning perspectives that reconcile research, learning and regional development [8].

Based on the education policy and the structural educational frameworks, the professional education programs need to be in closer contact with the working field, which the education is directed against. idématch is a concrete tool that supports this contact and contributes in this way to ‘bridging the gap’ between theoretical and practical knowledge.

idématch is an embodiment of a way of thinking and understanding education and learning processes. That indicates a teaching design and learning perspective based on principles, as will be elucidated hereinafter.

IV. ACTION-ORIENTED AND PRACTICE-BASED LEARNING.

The intension of idématch is that students acquire competences by engaging with issues and challenges encountered in ‘real life’ work fields. Thus, idématch supports an action-oriented approach to learning that links “study and life”. According to Dewey [9], learning takes place most favorably through models and applications that have genuine foundations in life. The pragmatic view that Dewey [10] represents emphasizes that theory and practice are intertwined; knowledge is built through interaction between action and thinking. The assumption is that the sources of theory lie in the practical world carried by experience. idématch enhances this assumption because all projects that emerge from idématch are defined by challenges from existing practices. This action-oriented approach aims to solve current practical problems while expanding scientific knowledge. The point is, according to Dewey [9], that competencies must be learned by experiences. idématch contributes to a qualification of experiences because it is
embedded in a didactic framework governed by the defined competencies.

In a work field perspective, the involvement of students and lecturers offers the possibility to improve the quality of problem solving and rates of innovation because the challenges undergo a systematically facilitated investigation. Furthermore, idématch addresses the work field interest in fostering high-level generic knowledge skills.

V. INNOVATION, COLLABORATIVE LEARNING, AND COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

idématch a tool for enhancing collaborative learning and knowledge production in learning processes. It consists of reconstructing and building experiences. It is a tool that supports collaborative cooperation in which participants work together in solving a challenge [11]. Participants in these collaborative learning scenarios will essentially have the "same knowledge" because they undergo the same processes. Thus, working with idématch requires the creation of a learning community in which the task can be solved. With idématch, answers and solutions are systematically co-created for problems, challenges, and new opportunities in which new competencies are required. Learning has a clear mutually defined objective (between students, lecturers, and work field partners and citizens) and takes place through the process of abductive knowledge creation.

The students are perspective researchers as well as facilitators. This innovative learning design tends not only to give the students the possibility to develop innovative competences, where analytical, experiential, and experimental competencies are essential, but also to provide partnerships for a strong integration of innovation strategies and research, primarily regionally located with the possibility of being of practical relevance.

VI. PROBLEM-BASED LEARNING

Participating in learning processes of idématch is grounded in problem-based learning. In that perspective, problem-based learning emerges in the field between coherence and cooperation in relation to the task. The problem-based learning process is based on students acting, researching, and reflection based upon recognition in work field situations. Learning in idématch is based on authentic problems and is characterized by participants independently managing and organizing the process. Thus the learning processes are often experienced as intense and demanding, but at the same time many participants experience that the problem-based learning process provides energy, and is academically interesting, meaningful, and relevant.

Problem-based learning is focused on the learning process of the work field partners and for the student – the learning process and outcome are not based on a predetermined curriculum. It emphasizes the learning issue as a joint learning process and problem solving process. The students are perspective researchers as well as facilitators.
VII. SOCIETAL AND TRANSDISCIPLINARY TEACHING AND KNOWLEDGE DISTRIBUTION

In “My Pedagogic Creed”, Dewey claims that “Education is a social process [...]”.[13] Besides experience, Dewey emphasizes the importance of social relations and interaction, which underlines the point of the pragmatic learning perspective that learning is social and knowledge is socially distributed. According to idématch, knowledge is distributed in two overall ways:

1. Knowledge is developed and shared in a social context. Learning in this sense is characterized by the knowledge learned in the situations in which they are carried out. The point is that participation in the real life situation creates learning and identity [14]. idématch is a tool that to some extent gives access to this kind of learning process.

2. Knowledge is shared and developed on a digital platform that is open to everyone who signs in. idématch offers knowledge about what are the current and relevant challenges and topics, what kind of knowledge is produced in working with the challenges, and what academic and professional issues preoccupy students and researchers.

According to Dewey, education is “to prepare [...] for the future life [...]” [13]. The future life to prepare for is in this context the work life as a professional. By participating in cooperation with the work field and societal stakeholders and by developing competencies by working with real life challenges, the participating students get the ability to learn the “regime of competence” [and] set of criteria and expectations” [14] that characterize the work field and the understanding of “a professional”. Learning is not just acquiring knowledge and skills; learning in education is also becoming a professional with an identity as a professional in a certain professional context.

In addition to a tool for societal learning, idématch is a tool for transdisciplinary learning, focused on contextual understanding and interactive research methods. Transdisciplinary learning is related to Mode 2 [4] and is characterized by distinct parameters that are summed up as the following: Knowledge production is context-oriented, problem-focused, and transdisciplinary. The problems and challenges derive from “practice” and are assessed in relation to application areas and learning.

idématch is a platform where challenges can “sign in” from different educational entities and from different work fields, communities, or businesses be matched, and vice versa. In this way, different disciplines have the opportunity to offer engagement and cooperation crosswise.

One of the purposes of idématch is that students will perform bachelor projects trans-disciplinarily. Besides the students acquiring interdisciplinary skills, they also learn to understand professions as inter-disciplinarily founded - the professional work is carried by trans-discipline and an action component. The solution to some of the tasks is developed as a trans-disciplinary design where different kinds of students and employees work together and involve citizens in solutions that concern themselves.

Furthermore, the transdisciplinary aspect provides the generation of new competencies and innovation for all participants. The transdisciplinary problem solving provides the different skills and knowledge of the participants to be integrated within the framework of the activity and thus creates new perspectives on the subject, new skills, and new competencies.

When the different participants work together in idématch to solve a challenge and on developing the issue and challenges, they not only produce knowledge, skills, and professional competence related to the issue in focus and the professional solution. At the same time, they develop relational competence, which is important for the cooperation that makes them able to achieve the goals and create sustainable solutions as professionals.

VIII. NETWORK AND NETWORKED LEARNING

Last but not least, the significance of networking and networked learning is to be considered. Networking plays a crucial role in at least two aspects when regarding idématch as a learning and educational tool:

1. Networked learning is regarded as “[... ] connections with people and information and communication in such a way so as to support one another’s learning [...]” [15]. idématch is a tool for “matching”, for connecting. Peter Goodyear claims that successful networked learning for one thing depends on “designing good learning tasks, ensuring good access to robust and appropriate technology [...]” [16]. Good learning tasks are in the perspective of this paper, real life challenges, which are considered as the basic idea of idématch. The platform is designed to be supportive to exactly this foundation.

2. Cooperation with partners from the work field offers the opportunity for the students and the work field partners “to get to know each other” before they become professional colleagues. In other words, the cooperation between students and work field partners can be used not only concerning the process of recruiting or the identification of talents. The close cooperation creates opportunities to develop social capital that can be defined as the characteristic that enables members to jointly solve the core task (the challenge). In order to solve their core tasks,
it is necessary that participants master collaboration based on a high level of trust and justice [17].

Through the infrastructure of the web-based portal, idématch offers the structure to collaborate. Collaboration is in many ways a cognitive and structural element that helps the participant of an organization to succeed. The cognitive component of social capital will, in this sense, be how the participants think of and define the core task, which is the aim of the corporation. This perspective emphasizes that idématch can be defined as development of social capital and the interaction among different participants in the collaboration process, and is based upon shared knowledge, shared goals, and mutual respect. [18].

IX. CONSIDERATIONS ON TEACHING DESIGN AND ROLES OF THE PARTICIPATING ACTORS

idématch as a tool has an impact on teaching design and implementation. It as a tool that indicates a teaching design and learning perspective that enhance innovation and development as an integrated part of learning. The point is that learning is vocationally directed and therefore every learning situation should aim to increase the development of the students’ practical and professional competencies. In this perspective, there are significant similarities between Learning by Developing - as developed and described by Laurea University of Applied Sciences [19] - and idématch. Thus, idématch demands an educational structure where developing goes hand in hand with the didactic management of the requirements of the Ministerial Order and the structural administration of the education as such. In addition to the above mentioned similarities, idématch offers materials and teaching elements for teaching designs that are enhancing e.g. flipped learning and collaborative learning methods – it is a platform full of real life cases that are to be brought into the “classroom”.

The fundamental idea and learning concept that idématch implicates tends to provide a change in understanding the roles of the participants: the students, the lecturers, and the works field partners. The learning perspectives implicates an equality among students, lecturers, and work field partners aiming at co-creation and co-developing, which calls for another way of understanding the roles of the participants. Teaching as distributing knowledge and information like traditional lecturing is inadequate in the learning and teaching perspective attached to idématch. Students are genuinely being placed in the core of all learning activities – focus is on the students’ learning processes - not the lecturers’ teaching. The role of “the teacher as the expert” takes a turn from the “teacher is the one that knows” to the teacher as learning and knowledge guide and as facilitator of learning and innovative processes.

Moreover, the main task for the lecturer is changing because the lecturer is expected to participate in work field development and development of the region as well as teaching. Teaching turns into a student-centered learning environment for knowledge, skills, values, and experiences. Taatila [20] points out five teacher roles that evolve when teaching is student-centered, action – and competence oriented, based on collaboration and cooperation: motivator, challenger, process consultant, information source, and evaluator. The lecturer gets a new set of colleagues who will be experts as themselves – in other disciplines. idématch calls for student centered activities that requires each student to become an active member of a social team whose task it is to develop and share knowledge. idématch gives the student an opportunity to work with and learn from real life situations and challenges in cooperation with the future professional working field, an opportunity that will provide a reduction of the theoretical and practical gap. In an educational teaching design that is based on action-oriented, innovative processes with real life challenges, learning is situated in a quite open environment characterized by relatively high complexity and uncertainty.

As for work field partners, the role will change because they will play a much more active role in education of professionals. This will change the “daily life” in the work field and will require other priorities and competencies of professionals and the organizational structures. Thus, idématch gives both learning opportunities for the individuals learning in communities of practice and the development of a relational competence.

X. PERSPECTIVES

idématch.dk as a digital tool for innovative, social, and transdisciplinary learning designs faces a least four challenges:

1. idématch is based on the idea of learning by experience [9]. It raises the question of whether the acquired experiences are educationally adequate and relevant. Though idématch contributes to a qualification of experiences because idématch is embedded in a didactic framework, there is the concern about whether the students get the possibilities to develop the competencies that are actually required according to the executive order. That is a challenge for all participants and provides capacity to have a strong focus on project planning, didactic designing, and facilitating processes.

2. The change of teaching design that is based on action-oriented, innovative processes with real life challenge learning is situated in a quite open environment characterized by relatively high complexity and uncertainty. This uncertainty
applies for all participants but mostly for students because they have an education at stake: They are obligated to pass exams and tests that are related to the executive order. For both students and lecturers the urge to be in control with the learning process is challenged.

3. The integration of work field and private enterprises is the core of learning design that is action-based and based on experience and cooperation. The work fields are being engaged strongly in the education of professionals. For some work field partners this is a task they will welcome and be engaged in. But nevertheless it will be another task to fulfill. For (especially) public work field partners this is a challenge often reasoned by lack of resources. In this perspective, learning is a phenomenon that is situated in a cultural, economic, and social context. The students are therefore dependent not only on their own drive, but also on the context and social capital in which learning occurs.

4. idématch is a digital tool and therefore it requires digital competencies to be a participant and to get the full educational advantage. It requires competencies according to digital cooperation between students and lecturers and the work field partners.

Thus, idématch empowers educational collaboration across theoretical and practical fields. Though idématch addresses an educational request in political, educational, and societal perspectives, the acknowledgement and implementation need attention and new initiatives as an educationally integrated initiative.
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